[1] Based on acquired geophysical, geological and geotechnical data and modeling, we suggest hydrate dissolution to cause sediment collapse and pockmark formation in the Niger delta. Very high-resolution bathymetry data acquired from the Niger delta reveal the morphology of pockmarks with different shapes and sizes going from a small ring depression surrounding an irregular floor to more typical pockmarks with uniform depression. Geophysical data, in situ piezocone measurements, piezometer measurements and sediment cores demonstrate the presence of a common internal architecture of the studied pockmarks: inner sediments rich in gas hydrates surrounded by overpressured sediments. The temperature, pressure and salinity conditions of the studied area have allowed us to exclude the process of gas-hydrate dissociation (gas hydrate turns into free gas/water mixture) as a trigger of the observed pockmarks. Based on numerical modeling, we demonstrate that gas-hydrate dissolution (gas hydrate becomes mixture of water and dissolved gas) under a local decrease of the gas concentration at the base of the gas-hydrate occurrence zone (GHOZ) can explain the excess pore pressure and fluid flow surrounding the central hydrated area and the sediment collapse at the border of the GHOZ. The different deformation (or development) stages of the detected pockmarks confirm that a local process such as the amount of gas flow through faults rather than a regional one is at the origin of those depressions. Citation: Sultan, N., et al. (2010), Hydrate dissolution as a potential mechanism for pockmark formation in the Niger delta,
Introduction
[2] Pockmarks have been identified and reported in many areas around the world in various depositional systems, occurring in both random and nonrandom distributions and at different water depths. Gay et al. [2006] and Pilcher and Argent [2007] have recently described and summarized several mechanisms for developing and maintaining pockmarks as the presence of buried channels [e.g., Haskell et al., 1997] , mud diapirs [e.g., Dimitrov and Woodside, 2003] , and sediment slumps [e.g., Foland et al., 1999] . Pockmarks are also widely recognized to have formed as a result of fluid and gas seepage through the seabed [Hovland et al., 2002; Hovland et al., 2005; Judd and Hovland, 2007] , are sometimes clearly associated with underlying gas chimneys [Hustoft et al., 2007] , but mechanisms through which seepage occurs and the seabed is deformed remain poorly known.
[3] Gas hydrate has been commonly found in sediments at the floor or at shallow depth below the seabed of pockmarks located in the hydrate stability zone of continental slopes [i.e., Sahling et al., 2008] , but the role of gas hydrate in the dynamics of formation of pockmarks remain questioned. Pockmarks associated with gas (free or dissolved) and gas hydrates are important globally (1) to assess the methane release from the seabed to the ocean and ultimately to the atmosphere in climatic studies investigating methane as a greenhouse gas [Badr et al., 1991] , (2) because methane emissions from pockmarks are a driving force of cold seep ecosystems hosting unique biota [Foucher et al., 2009] , and (3) because pockmarks are often found in continental slope areas of fluid-driven sedimentary failure of concern to the deep offshore industry.
[4] The Niger delta is an area where many seep-related seabed features have been found over the last years in particular during industry exploration mapping at water depths between 500 and 1500 m [Hovland et al., 1997; Brooks et al., 2000; Georges and Cauquil, 2007] . Various studies from the Nigerian continental slope have shown different seafloor sedimentary features such as pockmarks, gas hydrates, slides, mud volcanoes, and carbonate buildups associated with fluid flow [Damuth, 1994; Cohen and McClay, 1996; Brooks et al., 2000; Haskell et al., 1999; Hovland et al., 1997; Deptuck et al., 2003, among others] . Heggland [2003] observed gas chimneys above hydrocarbon-charged reservoirs. These chimneys are believed to result from hydrocarbon dysmigration (leakage of petroleum from a trap) along fault planes between source rocks of reservoirs and the seabed. All these observations make the Niger delta a prime interest target to study the active interplay of fluid flow processes, gas-hydrate dynamics, and seafloor deformation. In this work we focus on a specific area, where very high-resolution bathymetry data (autonomous underwater vehicles, or AUV, data from Georges and Cauquil, 2007) acquired recently (Figure 1) show the presence of pockmarks with different shapes and sizes. Some pockmarks are associated to buried channels; others are linked to surface and subsurface faults or to the occurrence of gas hydrates. In this work, we study this last type of pockmark where gas-hydrate dynamics could play an important role in the formation and development of pockmarks. We investigate (using various methods: geophysics, geotechnics, and geology) whether the shape and morphology of theses pockmarks could be controlled by gas-hydrate dynamics. Finally, we use numerical modeling to validate assumptions and working hypothesis about the possible link between pockmarks formation and evolution and gashydrate dissolution processes.
Geological Setting
[5] The study area is located in the Gulf of Guinea on the west coast of central Africa, south of Nigeria and seaward of the modern Niger delta (Figure 1 ). The continental margin off the Niger delta is undergoing deformation by gravitydriven tectonism mainly initiated in response to rapid seaward progradation and to sediment loading of the successive depocenters [Damuth, 1994] . The Niger delta can be subdivided into five major structural provinces [Corredor et al., 2005] : (1) an extensional province characterized by extensive listric growth faults, (2) a diapiric belt, (3) an inner fold and thrust belt, (4) a transitional detachment fold zone characterized by little or no deformation interspersed with large detachment folds, and (5) an outer fold and thrust belt. The two fold and thrust belts are interpreted as the product of contraction caused by gravity-driven extension on the shelf [Corredor et al., 2005] . These structural provinces indicate that large portions of the thick sedimentary prism are slowly moving downslope by gravity gliding or sliding on decollement level, located within the "mobile shales" series, in a manner analogous to giant mass movements or mega-landslides.
[6] The investigated area which is characterized by numerous circular to subcircular features lies at water depths ranging from ∼1100 to 1250 m and is located in the transitional detachment zone of Corredor et al. [2005] (Figure 1 ). Most of these features are located within a NW-SE trending area bounded by two lineaments clearly expressed on the bathymetric map (Figure 1 ). The two lineaments (L1 and L2 in Figure 1 ) correspond to deep-rooted normal faults, which delineate a graben collapsed zone linked to the axis of a subsurface anticline structure.
[7] A set of very high-resolution bathymetry (VHR) data, 3-D seismic data [Georges and Cauquil, 2007] , and deep towed VHR data was acquired recently in the study area. The data reveal a field of pockmarks, each of them several tens to a few hundreds of meters wide, ranging in shape from a slightly depressed, hummocky seafloor (i.e., Figure  1-Figure 3 , pockmarks A, B, and C) to a much more pronounced depression (i.e., Figure 1 , pockmark D).
[8] The various morphologies of these pockmarks suggest distinct modes of formation, or possibly different stages of evolution. In addition, recovered sediment cores showed [Georges and Cauquil, 2007] . Most of these pockmarks are located within a NW-SE trend area bounded by two lineaments (L1 and L2) corresponding to deep-rooted normal faults. Massive gas hydrates recovered by coring are indicated by stars. massive gas-hydrate occurrences at several coring sites (sites shown by stars in Figure 1 ). Based on geophysical data, coring results, and in situ measurements, gas hydrate seems densely accumulated within a few meters thick sediment layers at shallow depth below the floor of the pockmarks .
Tools and Methods
[9] Geotechnical, geophysical, and geological data used in this work were acquired within the framework of two joint research projects (NERIS with two oceanographic cruises in 2004 and ERIG3D with one oceanographic cruise in 2008) between Ifremer and TOTAL. Parts of the geotechnical and geophysical data acquired during the two NERIS cruises were published by Sultan et al. [2007] .
Piston Cores, Laboratory Tests, and Geochemical Analysis
[10] Sediment samples collected from the study area with piston corers during the ERIG3D cruise had penetrations between 3 and 6 m. In order to identify the key mechanical and physical parameters of the sediments, an onboard experimental program on undisturbed marine sediment samples has been undertaken. Log sediment cores using the GEOTEK core logging devices (MSCL) was first carried out using the following sensors:
[11] -Ultrasonic transducers to measure the velocity of compressional waves in the core.
[12] -A gamma ray source and detector for measuring the attenuation of gamma rays through the core (providing density/porosity values).
[13] The detailed onboard laboratory geotechnical investigation also includes classification tests, strength tests, and P wave velocity measurements using laboratory celerimeter. The classification tests include unit weight and moisture content determinations. Shear strengths were performed using the vane shear on undisturbed samples.
[14] The compositions and concentrations of gases in the sediment were determined using the headspace method (see for instance Kvenvolden and Redden [1980] ). Immediately after retrieval of the sediment cores on deck, headspace gas samples were taken from the ends of cut sections and sealed in calibrated steel container.
Piezocone
[15] In situ geotechnical measurements were carried out using the Ifremer piezocone (called PENFELD). It is equipped with a rod which penetrates the sediment to a maximum depth of 30 m. The 36 mm diameter rod is coiled around a 2.20 m diameter drum and is straightened during penetration using the "coiled tubing" technique. In the Cone Penetration Test (CPTU) a cone on the end of coiled tubing is pushed into the soil layers at a constant rate. The electric cone (10 cm 2 ) gives a continuous measurement of the tip resistance (qc), sleeve friction (fs), and excess pore pressure (Du 2 ) measured by means of a porous filter located immediately behind the cone (called u 2 type cone). The Ifremer CPTU uses a hydrostatically compensated system where the cone load sensor is unaffected by the hydrostatic pressures leading to greater accuracy and sensitivity measurements in soft sediments [Andersen et al., 2008] . The geometry of the cone penetrometer with tip, sleeve, and pore pressure filters follows ISO/DIS 22476-1.
Piezometer
[16] The Ifremer piezometer was used during the ERIG3D cruise. It is a free-fall device with a sediment-piercing lance attached to a recoverable instrument part [Sultan et al., 2009] . It is ballasted with lead weights to penetrate a range of sediment types in water depths of up to 6000 m. The length of the lance used depends on the stiffness of the sediment with a maximum length of 12 m. Pore pressures are measured relative to hydrostatic pressure at different ports on the 60 mm diameter lance using specially adapted differential pressure transducers connected to the pressure ports and the open seawater. The piezometer pore pressure sensors have an accuracy of ±0.4 kPa. The piezometer lance is also equipped with temperature sensors located at the same level as the pore pressure sensors. Temperature sensors have an accuracy of 0.05°C. A total of two short-term piezometers measurements were carried out (PZY01 and PZY02) at two different locations in pockmark A (Figure 2 ). The aim was to characterize the hydraulic regime at the periphery of pockmark A and above the suspected gashydrate occurrence zone (GHOZ).
Geophysical Data
[17] Pre-existing geophysical data were made available by Total. A major input was the velocity field derived from an exploration 3-D data set. The shallow part of the seismic data was reprocessed using an automatic 3-D high-density velocity analysis tool [D-stack analysis; Arnaud et al., 2004] , allowing the detection of anomalous values related to the presence of gas hydrates and carbonated crusts (Figure 2 and Figure 3 ). Previous subbottom profiler (SBP) and multibeam data from an AUV site survey were used to characterize the bathymetry and the seafloor morphology at a detailed scale. The SBP data set included a pseudo-3-D survey of the northern pockmark (Pockmark A -for location see Figure 1 ) displaying remarkable details with a bin size of one meter [Georges and Cauquil, 2007] .
[18] New geophysical seismic data were acquired during the ERIG3D cruise with the recently developed SYSIF deep towed acquisition system [Ker et al., 2008; Marsset et al., 2010] . SYSIF is a heavy towed apparatus hosting low-frequency acoustic transducers (250-1000 Hz, 650-2000 Hz) and a single-channel streamer in order to provide highresolution (HR) images of the subbottom. The altitude of SYSIF over the seafloor is set to 100 m thus reducing the Fresnel zone (i.e., enhancing the lateral resolution compared to conventional surface towed systems). More details about SYSIF system are given by Ker et al. [2008] and Marsset et al. [2010] .
3.5. Gas-Hydrate Modeling 3.5.1. Gas Hydrate: Stability Law and Excess Pore Pressure Generated by Hydrate Dissolution/Dissociation
[19] In recent years, numerous theoretical models were proposed for the gas-hydrate stability law [Handa, 1990; Rempel and Buffett, 1997; Buffett, 1997, 1998; Sloan, 1998; Xu and Ruppel, 1999; Henry et al., 1999; Clennell et al., 1999; Davie and Buffett, 2001 . In this software, the temperature and pressure of hydrate-phase equilibrium is calculated by using the Van der Waals's thermodynamic theory and considering the effect of the pore water activity and the mean pore size. Heat transfer calculation is done using the conservation of energy equation with the use of a geometric mean model for the thermal conductivity of the medium [Henninges et al., 2005] and a parallel mean model for the volumetric heat capacity. The gas migration is taken into account in terms of dissolved gas diffusion in fluid phase by using Fick's second law supposing that hydrate formation from gas dissolved in liquid water is possible as demonstrated by Tohidi et al. [2004] and Ohmura et al. [2004] . More recently, Bigalke et al. [2009] have shown that hydrate dissolution in undersaturated seawater is a diffusion-controlled process. The methane diffusion coefficient used in the Fick's second law was taken equal to 10 -9 m 2 /s [Liu and Flemings, 2006; Bigalke et al., 2009] .
[20] The evaluation of the excess pore pressure generated by hydrate dissolution and dissociation and the subsequent dissipation of the pore pressure is carried out by evaluating the excess pore pressure under undrained conditions according to Sultan [2007] and Kwon et al. [2008] . Additionally, the phenomenon of hydrate dissolution in the gashydrate occurrence zone (GHOZ) is considered in this work similar to the destructuration and softening of natural clay where (1) the hydrate formation impedes the normal consolidation of the sediment along the normally consolidated line (NCL) due to the rigidity and stiffness of the cementing agent and (2) the dissolution of the gas hydrate in the GHOZ leads to the compaction (collapse) of the sediment in order to reach the related compressibility line [Lee et al., 2010] which is characterized by a compression index l h . The determination of the gas-hydratebearing sediment compressibility is based on the following indication: the compression index of the gas-hydrate bearing decreases from the slope of the NCL for purely water saturated soil and tends asymptotically to the pure hydrate compressibility which was identified by Durham et al. [2003] to be equal to 0.00147. In this work, the change of the compression index of the hydrate-bearing sediment with the hydrate fraction h is considered through the following equation:
where l 0 is the water-saturated sediment compressibility, b defines the slope of the change of the compressibility with the hydrate fraction ( Figure 4a ) and depends strongly on the distribution of the hydrate within the porous media (cementing or disseminate in the pore). a is calculated from the compressibility of the hydrate phase l 1 and the water saturated soil compressibility l 0 according to the following equation:
For the study area, the compression index of the saturated sediment is taken equal to 0.7 . The compression index of the gas-hydrate-bearing sediments was derived from in situ piezocone testing using the Mitchell and Gardner's [1975] empirical equation where the compression index is directly related to the cone resistance qc. Based on in situ piezone measurements [site PM27-A; Sultan et al., 2007] , the b value for the study area was taken equal to 50 ( Figure 4a ).
[21] The partial decomposition of the gas hydrate and the change of the compression index l h1 to a compression index l h2 lead to an excess pore pressure at short-term and sediment compaction at long-term equivalent to the De presented in Figure 4b . The determination of the initial excess pore pressure generated by the hydrate decomposition Du c is calculated from the following equation: where De is calculated from l h1 and l h2 and s′ v1 corresponds to the vertical effective stress before any sediment compaction ( Figure 4b ).
[23] The evolution of the pore pressure with time is determined using the Darcy's law equation. The use of the Darcy's law requires the determination of the hydraulic diffusivity of the system which depends on the porosity but also on the gas-hydrate fraction and on how hydrates occupy the pore spaces (see for instance Waite et al. [2010] ). Several theoretical models were developed in order to define the link between hydrate fraction and relative permeability [Masuda et al., 1997; Moridis and Pruess, 1998; Kleinberg et al., 2003, among others] . Kleinberg et al. [2003] have proposed two simplified expressions for the relative permeability of water in hydrate-bearing sediment: for hydrate filling the center of the pores and for hydrate covering the grain surface. Recently, Kumar et al. [2010] have shown based on experimental results that for initial water saturations greater than 35%, hydrate forms in the pore body, which results in more rapid decline in permeability with increasing hydrate saturation. In this work and in order to calculate the effect of the hydrate fraction on the relative permeability to water we used Kleinberg et al.'s [2003] equation where the hydrate is considered filling the center of the pores. At each time step calculation and for each node, the hydraulic diffusivity D H (which is calculated from the permeability coefficient) is updated as a function of the porosity and the gas-hydrate concentration.
[24] It is important to mention that the excess pore pressure generated by the hydrate dissolution alone without sediment compaction is expected to be very low [Sultan, 2007; Xu and Germanovich, 2007] .
Hydro-fracturing
[25] Fracture developments in low-permeability sediments may be caused by pore pressure (hydraulic fracturing) or free gas pressure (pneumatic fracturing). Several theories applying mechanics of failure to soils were developed during those last two decades in order to evaluate the critical pore pressure that may generate hydraulic fracturing (see for instance Alfaro and Wong [2001] ). Hydro-fracturing is supposed to occur in sediment whenever the excess pore pressure exceeds the effective least principal stress plus the tensile strength of the medium (see for instance Alfaro and Wong [2001] ). In a purely lithostatic situation, where sediment is subject to no forces except those of gravity, the greatest effective stress should be vertical (s′ v ) and the least effective stress should be horizontal (s′ h ) [Sibson, 2003] . Thus, s′ h can be calculated from the lateral earth pressure coefficient at rest Ko through the following equation:
From the in situ measured sleeve friction and using the relationship proposed by Masood and Mitchell [1993] , Ko is calculated to be between 0.55 and 0.65. The indirect tensile strength of saturated sediment is usually estimated to be one-eight to one-twelfth of unconfined compressive strength [Schroeder, 1972] . Based on geotechnical properties acquired from the study area, the tensile strength was considered in this work equal to 10% of the vertical effective stress. Therefore, hydraulic fracturing in saturated clay is considered to occur at 75% of the vertical effective stress.
[26] For gas-hydrate-bearing sediments, the shear strength depends strongly on the hydrate concentration [Winters et al., 2004; Yun et al., 2007; Masui et al., 2008] and may raise significantly its tensile strength value. In the used software and due to the lack of experimental data on shear strength of gas-hydrate-bearing sediment, hydraulic fracturing is considered to occur at 75% of the vertical effective stress for gas-hydrate fraction lower than 5% which corresponds to the limit where gas hydrates seem to have the role of cementing agent in the gas-hydrates-bearing sediments [Sultan, 2007] . Moreover, when hydraulic fracturing occurs, fluids must be able to flow from the pressured sediments into the surrounding sediments. That is why a high porosity value (0.95) is assumed in hydraulic fracturing materials with gas-hydrate concentration lower than 5% inducing a significant increase of the hydraulic diffusivity and a decrease of the thermal diffusivity.
Results

From Coring and Geochemical Data
[27] Eight gravity cores (KSF19, KSF20, KS21, KSF23, KS36, KSF37, CS02, and CS03) recovered from the study area showed the presence of massive gas hydrates at different depths below the seafloor (red stars in Figure 1 and locations in Figure 2 and Figure 3) .
[28] Figure 5 shows one of those cores (CS02; for location see Figure 2 ) with the mass-density and P wave velocity versus depth measured using the MSCL logging device and the laboratory celerimeter. Figure 5a and 5b show an important decrease of the mass-density and the lost of the P wave signal below 1.4 m due to the presence of gas hydrates and free gas. Figure 5c presents photo images from sections 3 (S3), 4 (S4), 5 (S5), and 6 (S6) showing the presence of massive gas hydrates below the bottom of section 3 (Figure 5c ). It is also interesting to mention the presence of possible flow conduits in S6 with gas-hydratefilled veins that could be traced between 25 and 55 cm below the top of the section (Figure 5c ). Core CS02 was recovered from an area characterized by high P wave velocity anomalies (from 3-D interval velocity analysis; Figure 2 ).
[29] Core CS01 which was recovered from the periphery of the pockmark A (for location see Figure 2 ) is presented in Figure 6. Core CS01 was recovered from an area characterized by low interval P wave velocity anomalies (from 3-D interval velocity analysis; Figure 2 ). Gas hydrates were absent from the CS01 core but some patches of gas exsolution along the core indicate the presence of some dissolved gas in the sediment pore water below 2 m. The consequence of the gas exsolution occurring in CS01 was an important decrease of the mass-density (Figure 6a ), the lost of the P wave signal due to the presence of free gas (Figure 6b) , and an important decrease of the shear strength (Figure 6c) , and a important increase of the water content (Figure 6d ). For some of the recovered cores, geochemical analyses with a determination of the gas compositions and concentrations were done using the headspace technique. Geochemical data are presented in Table 1 showing a gas composition of mainly methane and very low concentration of ethane for cores KSF20 and KSF37.
Piezocone Data and Detection of Gas Hydrates
[30] Piezocone measurements carried out by Sultan et al. [2007] show that the distinction between gas hydrates and carbonate concretions can be done thanks to the excess spore pressure generated during the rod penetration. Gashydrate-bearing sediments seem to be characterized by a specific type of piezocone data showing an important increase of the cone resistance accompanied by an important increase of the pore pressure. On the other hand, high cone resistance and low excess pore pressure (in some cases Figure 11 . Initial impulsion overpressure and dissipation of the pore water pressure Du (pore water pressure above the hydrostatic one) at six different levels generated by the piezometer PZY01 penetration (P1: 0.83 mbsf, P2: 2.38 mbsf, P3: 3.93 mbsf, P4: 5.48 mbsf, P5: 6.28 mbsf and P6: 7.08 mbsf). (a) Pore pressure versus time with equilibrium pore pressure extrapolated using Burns and Mayne [1998] method (dashed curves) and (b) pore pressure versus 1/time with equilibrium pore pressure extrapolated using Davis et al. [1991] method (dashed lines).
lower than the hydrostatic one) is generated during piezocone penetration through carbonate concretions layers .
[31] In situ piezocone data carried out in 2004 (NERIS cruise) were acquired from the southwestern part of the study area (pockmark B and C) and were presented and discussed by Sultan et al. [2007] . In 2008, the set of piezocone data was completed by acquiring piezocone data from the pockmark A (Figure 2 ; CPT02S01 to CPT02S09) and pockmark C (Figure 3 ; CPT04S02 to CPT04S05).
Pockmark A
[32] Figure 7 shows the cone resistance versus depth obtained from the nine sites (CPT02S01 to CPT02S09) located within and surrounding the pockmark A. For the first two sites (CPT02S01 and CPT02S02) the cone resistance increases linearly with depth showing the presence of homogeneous sediment, while the seven other piezocone tests carried out within the pockmark A show several important increase of the cone resistance (peaks) indicating the presence of stiff materials. Six CPTU acquired from the pockmark A are characterized by an early refusal at depth between 4.2 and 17.5 m (CPT02S03, CPT02S04, CPT02S05, CPT02S06, CPT02S07, and CPT02S09). CPT02S08 site is the only one where the piezocone rod was able to cross stiff materials (between 7.2 and 16 m) without early refusal.
[33] Figure 8 shows the excess pore pressure versus depth acquired from the nine sites (CPT02S01 to CPT02S09) located within and surrounding the pockmark A. The first two sites (CPT02S01 and CPT02S02) show once again the behavior of homogeneous sediments with a linear increase Figure 12 . Initial impulsion overpressure and dissipation of the pore water pressure Du (pore water pressure above the hydrostatic one) at six different levels generated by the piezometer PZY02 penetration (P1: 0.83 mbsf, P2: 2.38 mbsf, P3: 3.93 mbsf, P4: 5.48 mbsf, P5: 6.28 mbsf and P6: 7.08 mbsf). (a) Pore pressure versus time with equilibrium pore pressure extrapolated using Burns and Mayne [1998] method (dashed curves) and (b) pore pressure versus 1/time with equilibrium pore pressure extrapolated using Davis et al. [1991] method (dashed lines).
of the pore pressure with depth. The seven other sites (CPT02S03, CPT02S04, CPT02S05, CPT02S06, CPT02S07, CPT02S08, and CPT02S09) show that the cone resistance peaks presented in Figure 7 are also characterized by high excess pore pressure indicating the presence of gas hydrates at several depths within the pockmark A. CPT02S08 profile indicates that the rod has crossed an area where gas hydrates are present between 7.2 and 17 m. Comparison between recovered gas hydrate by coring (KS21, KSF23, and CS02), velocity anomalies derived from the D-stack analysis (Figure 2 and Figure 3) , and in situ piezocone data show for the pockmark "A" good overall agreement between those different sets of data with the exception of CPT02S03 and CPT02S08. For both sites CPT02S03 and CPT02S08, D-stack P wave velocities over the first two reflectors (at 15 m and between 15 and 30 m below the seafloor) indicate the presence of normal sediments while the in situ piezocone data show several peaks with an early refusal for CPT02S03. For CPT02S08 site, this disagreement between piezocone data and P wave velocity is more likely related to the low gas-hydrate concentration and thickness at the periphery of pockmark A.
Pockmark C
[34] Figure 9 shows the cone resistance versus depth obtained from the eight sites (CPT04S02 to CPT04S05 and PM27A, PM33A, PM33B, and PM33C) located within and surrounding the pockmark C (for location see Figure 3 ). All CPTU tests presented in Figure 9 except CPT04S05 have undergone an early refusal at depth between 4.8 and 28.4 m.
Most of the cone resistance peaks presented in Figure 9 correspond to high excess pore pressure measured during CPTU rod penetrations (Figure 10 ). Once again, the simultaneous increase of the cone resistance and the excess pore pressure is most likely an indication of the presence of gas hydrates. Figure 7 to Figure 10 indicate an important heterogeneous distribution of the gas hydrates within pockmarks A and C. The top of the gas hydrate occurrence zone (TGHOZ) at site PM27A was met at around 3 m below seafloor (mbsf), while at the adjacent site PM33B, the hydrate was discovered below 6 mbsf. For the pockmark A, the TGHOZ is at around 5.3 mbsf at CPT02S04 and is at around 3.4 mbsf at the nearby site CPT02S05.
[35] Comparison between recovered gas hydrate by coring (KS17, KSF19, KSF20, KS36, and KSF37), velocity anomalies derived from the D-stack analysis, and in situ piezocone data shows for the pockmark C good overall agreement between those different sets of data with the exception of CPT04S04.
In Situ Pore Pressure Data
[36] Figure 11 and Figure 12 present the initial impulsion overpressure and dissipation during 6 h of the pore water pressure above the hydrostatic one (Du) at six different levels generated by the impact of piezometers at sites PZY01 and PZY02 in pockmark A. The equilibrium pressures (when it is not reached) are extrapolated using Burns and Mayne [1998] method (dashed curves in Figure 11a and Figure 12a ) and the technique developed by Davis et al. [1991] and Fang et al. [1993] by plotting the pressure record versus the reciprocal of time and extrapolated to 1/time = 0 (dashed lines in Figure 11b and Figure 12b ).
[37] It is interesting to mention that for PZY02 the equilibrium pressure was reached for five of the sensors after 6 h measurements. Figure 13 shows the excess pore pressure with respect to the hydrostatic pressure and temperature at equilibrium versus depth at site PZY01. The effective lithostatic stress profiles presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14 are determined by integrating the submerged unit weight of the saturated sediments to the depth of interest. Figure 13a indicates an excess pore pressure between 11 kPa (around 50% of the effective lithostatic stress, equivalent to the parameter l* defined by Flemings et al., 2008) and 16 kPa (around 70% of the effective lithostatic stress) at the base of the piezometer lance (7.08 mbsf). The piezometer data indicate that for the site PZY01, the excess pore pressure approaches the calculated hydro-fracturing pressure at around 7 mbsf. A high thermal gradient of 0.08°C/m was measured at PZY01 (Figure 13b ). It is interesting to mention that sediments at PZY01 location are characterized by low D-stack P wave velocities over the first two reflectors presented in Figure 2 .
[38] Figure 14 shows the excess pore pressure with respect to the hydrostatic one and temperature at equilibrium versus depth at site PZY02. Figure 14a shows a relatively low excess pore pressure (between 3 and 4 kPa, around 25% of the effective lithostatic stress) at the central part of the piezometer lance (3.93 mbsf) and no excess pore pressure at the base of the piezometer (7.08 mbsf). Once again it is important to mention that at PZY02 location, the D-stack P wave velocities indicate the presence of normal saturated sediments.
Shallow Sub-seafloor Geophysical Data
[39] Figure 15 and Figure 16 present two perpendicular VHR seismic profiles SY01-HR-PR01 and SY02-HR-PR07 acquired through pockmark A. The two VHR seismic profiles ( Figure 15 and Figure 16 ) show the presence of two slight depressions surrounding the central part of the pockmark A. Both profiles show a significant contrast between high-amplitude chaotic facies in the central part of the pockmark and low-amplitude and subparallel reflectors at its periphery. These subparallel reflectors are characteristic of the presence of hemipelagic deposits as confirmed by core analysis (CS01). The two seismic profiles cross the central area of pockmark A where the presence of gas hydrates was suspected from the P wave velocity anomalies (Figure 2 ) and in situ piezocone data (blue areas in Figure 15 ) and confirmed by coring (CS02, KS21, and KS23; Figure 16 ). Figure 16 shows once again a significant contrast between high-amplitude chaotic facies from the central part of the pockmark and the much more continuous seismic facies of the surrounding sediment. This seismic profile crosses the central area of pockmark A where the presence of gas hydrates was suspected from the P wave velocity anomalies (Figure 2 ) and in situ piezocone data (blue areas in Figure  16 ) and confirmed by coring (CS02, KS21, and KS23). [40] Figure 17 shows the seismic profile SY01-HR-PR02 acquired through pockmarks B and C. Pockmark B is marked by a pronounced depression of 30 m, and its internal structure is characterized by transparent to very low amplitude reflectors and, locally, chaotic low-energy facies. Pockmark C1 and C2 are marked locally by a very slight depression on the seafloor. Pockmark C1 shows a shallow heterogeneous high-amplitude chaotic facies. Pockmark C2 shows a relatively deep (the top at around 28 mbsf) highamplitude chaotic facies in contrast with more continuous and low-energy seismic configuration of the upper sediments. This seismic profile crosses the limit of pockmark B and the central part of pockmark C1 where the presence of gas hydrates was suspected from the P wave velocity anomalies ( Figure 3 ) and in situ piezocone data (blue areas in Figure 17 ) and confirmed by coring (KS17, KSF19, and KSF20).
[41] Figure 18 shows the seismic profile SY02-HR-PR03 acquired through pockmark C. Pockmark C3 shows an irregular topography and its internal structure is characterized by a variable seismic facies from very low amplitude reflectors to locally chaotic facies. This seismic profile crosses the border of pockmarks C1 and C3 where the presence of gas hydrates was suspected from the P wave velocity anomalies (Figure 4 ) and in situ piezocone data (blue areas in Figure 18 ) and confirmed by coring (KSF36 and KSF37). Figure 1) ; (2) numerous small pockmarks line up along underlying southern major fault plane, thus suggesting the presence of migration pathway along this fault up to the seafloor (pockmarks crossing line L1; Figure 1 ), and (3) more irregular depressions on the seafloor, with a great variability in morphology, size (100-600 m in diameter) and acoustic characteristics. The size and distribution of this last type (type 3) of pockmark seems related to the occurrence of gas hydrates (example pockmarks A, B, and C in Figure 1 ).
[43] Detailed analyses of the interval P-wave seismic velocity field and piezocone measurements acquired from the study area were published in the paper by Sultan et al. Figure 15 . SYSIF seismic profile SY01-HR-PR01 through pockmark A showing a significant contrast between high-amplitude chaotic facies from the central part of the pockmark and the low-amplitude subparallel reflectors of the surrounding sediments. Piston cores (CS01 and CS02), piezometer (PZY01), and CPTU (CPT02S01, CPT02S02, CPT02S03 and CPT02S05) are projected onto the profile. For CPTU locations, shaded areas correspond to hemipelagic sediments, while the blue areas correspond to suspected gas hydrates.
[2007] and were used to determine the occurrence of gas hydrate within the studied pockmarks. Additional in situ geotechnical data recovered in 2008 (ERIG3D cruise) and presented in Figure 7 to Figure 10 bring further evidence of the presence of gas hydrate in the central part of the studied pockmarks. It is interesting to mention that for pockmark A (Figure 2) , the in situ piezocone CPT02S8 has crossed the GHOZ suggesting that gas hydrate is more massive and deeper in the central part with respect to its periphery.
[44] Based on those different geophysical and geotechnical data, it is possible to define a typical internal architecture of the studied pockmarks where the gas hydrate in the central part of the structure with a flat or positive relief is surrounded by sediments characterized by a low P wave velocity and possibly overpressured as it was demonstrated at the PZY01 location. In-line (P1) and cross-line (P2) profiles (for location see Figure 1 ) extracted from a pseudo-3-D AUV seismic cube acquired over the entire northern pockmark are presented in Figure 19 . A superficial collapse surrounding the GHOZ can be clearly observed from the two SBP profiles. Figure 19b shows the presence of a continuous reflector below the superficial depression. The continuity of this reflector indicates that the sediment deformations (ring shape; Figure 2 ) surrounding the central part of the northern pockmark are localized in the upper sedimentary layers and are not a direct consequence of deep depressions. Moreover, the identified fault in Figure 19b and Figure 20 suggest that the distribution of gas/fluid migration paths caused by pre-existing vertical weakness zones within the shallow sediments is at the origin of the gas-hydrate occurrence. Figure 20 shows a 3-D seismic profile crossing the pockmark A and confirms the two previous observations about the sediment collapse localized in the upper sedimentary layers and the presence of gas/fluid migration paths which are at the origin of the gas-hydrate occurrence within the pockmark A.
Pockmarks Evolution Versus Hydrate Dissolution: Qualitative Description
[45] Due to the pressures at water depths ≥ 1100 m, the low seafloor temperature (4°C), and the normal salinity, our working hypothesis is to consider gas-hydrate dissolution as the main mechanism for developing and maintaining pockmarks in the studied area rather than the gas-hydrate dissociation which is often considered as a mechanism of sediment deformation [e.g., Carpenter, 1981; McIver, 1982; Kayen and Lee, 1991] . Moreover, the heterogeneous morphology and development stages of these small depressions Figure 16 . SYSIF seismic profile SY02-HR-PR07 through pockmark A showing once again a significant contrast between high-amplitude chaotic facies from the central part of the pockmark and the much more continuous seismic facies of the surrounding sediment. Piston cores (CS02, KS21 and KS23), piezometer (PZY02), and CPTU (CPT02S05, CPT02S06, CPT02S07 and CPT02S08) are projected onto the profile. For CPTU locations, shaded areas correspond to hemipelagic sediments, while the blue areas correspond to suspected gas hydrates.
should be related to a local process like dissolution rather than a regional one. The dissolution of the gas hydrates can be either generated by an increase of the gas solubility due to a decrease of the temperature conditions or by a decrease or the stop of the gas flow supplying the hydrated sediments. For the temperature and pressure conditions of the study area, a temperature decrease of around 5°C will lead to an increase of the methane solubility by around 10% (for methane solubility curves see for instance the work of Davie et al. [2004] ) which will cause a limited dissolution of the hydrates. For the second case, the cease of the gas flow supplying the hydrated sediments will cause the complete disappearance of the gas hydrates.
[46] Even well within the hydrate stability field, deep-sea experiments carried out by Rehder et al. [2004] have demonstrated that gas hydrates dissolved by the contact with undersaturated water. Rehder et al. [2004] have shown that long-term survival of hydrate close to the seafloor must be sustained by sufficient supply of gas to maintain boundary layer saturation or to continuous hydrate growth. While this experimental observation was already well defined theoretically by Egorov et al. [1999] , the consequence of such dissolution of gas-hydrate-bearing sediment in terms of sediment deformation and excess pore pressure remains at this moment experimentally unquantified.
[47] The formation of a ring depression around the GHOZ and its evolution as a function of hydrate formation and dissolution is tentatively presented in Figure 21a according to the following five phases:
[48] Phase 1: Upward migration of free gas and pore fluids saturated with dissolved gas through existing permeable fault systems. Free gas and gas-hydrate nucleation occur above a critical depth (gas exsolution level, GEL) where the decreased hydrostatic pressure would cause degassing and gas exsolution.
[49] Phase 2: After gas-hydrate nucleation, gas hydrates start to grow as a result of diffusion and suction of dissolved gas toward gas-hydrate particles. Expansion volume due to hydrate growth is accommodated by upper sediments compaction but also by uplift of the upper sedimentary layers. Although gas hydrate is presented schematically as a homogenous patch, in the study area, coring and in situ measurements have shown a great heterogeneity in gashydrate distribution.
[50] Phase 3: Gas hydrate must be sustained by a sufficient supply of gas to maintain gas saturation at the hydrate solid boundary. A decrease of fluid migration through fault Figure 17 . SYSIF seismic profile SY01-HR-PR02 through pockmarks B and C. Pockmark B is characterized by a reflection-free transparent zone to very low amplitude chaotic facies. Pockmark C-1 shows a shallow heterogeneous high-amplitude chaotic facies. Pockmark C-2 shows a relatively deep (the top at around 28 mbsf) high-amplitude chaotic facies in contrast with more continuous seismic facies of the upper sediment. Piston cores (KS17, KSF19 and KSF20) and CPTU (CPT04S02, CPT04S05, PM27A and PM33A) are projected onto the profile. For CPTU locations, grey areas correspond to hemipelagic sediments while the blue areas correspond to suspected gas hydrates.
systems could lead to a decrease in the gas content below saturation at the gas-hydrate boundary. In response, the solid hydrate at the boundary of the sediment-hosted gas hydrate is "dissolved" into a mixture of water and dissolved gas. Hydrate dissolution and sediment collapse increase then the pore pressure which subsequently is expected to alter locally the fluid flow regime.
[51] Phase 4: Hydrate dissolution and the collapse and compaction of the gas-hydrate-bearing sediment generates excess pore pressure. The fluid flow generated by the excess pore pressure gets around the gas-hydrate-bearing sediment because of the low permeability of the medium. The loss of the massive hydrate by dissolution at the border of the solid hydrate and the pore pressure dissipation are accompanied by a decrease of the sediment porosity at the border of the GHOZ and a deepening of the depression surrounding and above the sediment hosted gas hydrates.
[52] Phase 5: The last stage of the pockmark evolution corresponds to the disappearance of the solid hydrate and the cease of fluid activities.
[53] The hypothesis concerning the presence of several pockmarks at different stages of maturation in a relatively localized study zone and the high quantity of acquired geophysical data in the area let us expect the presence of geophysical facies matching with the five different phases of pockmark formation process described in Figure 21a . This was confirmed by considering the four different SYSIF seismic profiles acquired from the three studied pockmarks and presented in Figure 15 to Figure 18 . Figure 21b presents five different facies showing similarities with the five sketches presented in Figure 21a : gas-hydrate formation (phase 1,-eastern border of pockmark C2), hydrates growth and uplift of the upper sedimentary layers (phase 2, pockmark C1), gas-hydrates dissolution at the boundary of the sediment-hosted gas-hydrate-inducing sediment collapse and the ring formation (phase 3, pockmark A), evolution of the ring with deepening of the depression surrounding and above the sediment hosted gas hydrates (phase 4, pockmark C2), and finally the last stage of the pockmark evolution corresponding to the disappearance of the solid hydrate (phase 5, pockmark B).
Pockmarks Evolution Versus Hydrate Dissolution: Modeling
[54] In order to verify theoretically our working hypothesis concerning hydrate dissolution and the pockmark formation and evolution, a numerical calculation was carried out. The aim is to define the gas-hydrate dynamics from pockmark A in the northern part of the study area (Figure 2 ) under an important decrease of the gas concentration underneath the GHOZ. Figure 18 . SYSIF seismic profile SY02-HR-PR03 through pockmark C. Pockmark C-3 is characterized by a reflection-free transparent zone to very low amplitude chaotic facies. Piston cores (KSF36 and KSF37), and CPTU (CPT04S03, CPT04S04, PM33B and PM33C) are projected onto the profile. For CPTU locations, shaded areas correspond to hemipelagic sediments, while the blue areas correspond to suspected gas hydrates.
Initial and Boundary Conditions
[55] For the 2-D numerical modeling, the calculation domain was divided into six different layers, and the faults zone observed from the 3-D seismic data (Figure 20) was considered as the source of upward free gas circulation and consequently of gas-hydrate formation. The 2-D cross section presented in Figure 22a has a length of around 0.7 km.
[56] For initial conditions, we imposed at the base of the layer 6 in the faults area (over 200 m) a high concentration of methane (0.005 mol CH 4 /H 2 O mol ≈ 10% of hydrate fraction) which is the only gas forming the gas hydrates in the pockmark A (Table 1) . At this initial stage, the presence of the free gas in the faults zone are considered to take place through different gas transport processes (diffusion and advection through faults) leading to a constant methane concentration. The methane concentration surrounding the faults area is determined using Fick's law. The temperature (4.08°C at the seafloor and a thermal gradient of 75°C/km at the base of the calculation domain; Sultan et al., 2007) and salinity (34‰, Caprais and Pignet, 2009) conditions were considered constant for the entire calculation. Porosity values were obtained from the compressibility curves obtained from oedometer tests (data from Sultan et al. [2007] ). Initial methane concentration, temperature, and porosity profiles from inside and outside of the GHOZ are presented in Figure 22b , 22c, and 22d. The methane concentration includes the dissolved gas and the gas trapped in the hydrate phase above the BGHSZ and the free and dissolved gas below the BGHSZ. The gas hydrates which impede the normal consolidation of the sediment lead to high porosity in the GHOZ. The hydraulic diffusivity D H which is a key parameter in the Darcy's equation is presented in Figure 22d as a function of depth from inside and outside the GHOZ. The presence of gas hydrates decreases significantly the hydraulic diffusivity values.
[57] In Figure 23 the initial iso-contours of the methane concentration, hydrate fraction, and porosity are presented. The gas source position and distribution at the base of faults zone was taken to fit the high amplitude reflector marked R in Figure 23a . For the initial considered gas concentration, the maximum hydrate fraction was calculated equal to 10% at the base of the GHOZ. The presence of the gas hydrates is at the origin of the high porosity shown in Figure 23d .
Numerical Results
[58] At time 0+, the methane concentration was reduced drastically (0.00001 mol CH 4 /H 2 O mol) at the base of layer 6 (gas source level). In the following, the only process controlling the methane concentration is the diffusion through the Fick's law and the methane diffusivity coefficient taken equal to 10 −12 m 2 /s [Bigalke et al., 2009] . The pore pressure distribution is calculated using the Darcy's law and the hydraulic diffusivity which depends on the porosity and the hydrate fraction.
[59] Two thousand years after the decrease in methane concentration, the decrease of the methane concentration (Figure 24a ) in the GHOZ was enough to dissolve significantly the gas hydrates (Figure 24b ). The maximum hydrate fraction decreases to 0.085 in the central part of the GHOZ. The gas-hydrates dissolution occurs mainly at the upper boundary of the GHOZ (Figure 24a ). This dissolution process and the subsequent compaction of the gas-hydratebearing sediment generate an important increase in pore pressure reaching in the upper boundary of the GHOZ the pore pressure needed to generate hydro-fracturing (Figure 24c ). The dashed area in Figure 24c corresponds to the hydro-fractured zone. The iso-contours of the excess pore pressure and the fluid flow (vector field) presented in Figure 24 -d show that the source of the excess pore pressure is localized in the low-permeability gas-hydrate-bearing sediments.
[60] Four thousand years after the decrease in methane concentration at the base of layer 6, the dissolution of the gas hydrates continues to occur mainly at the boundary of the GHOZ (Figure 25a and 25b) . The pore fluid generated by hydrate dissolution and sediment compaction exceeds once again the fluid pressure needed to generate hydrofracturing inducing an expansion of the hydro-fractured area (dashed area in Figure 25c ). The source of the excess pore pressure is localized in the low-permeability gas-hydratebearing sediments (Figure 25d ).
[61] Figure 26 presents the calculation results 8000 years after the decrease in methane concentration. Figure 26a shows the iso-contours of the methane concentration. The gas-hydrates dissolution (Figure 26a ) is accompanied by the expansion of the hydro-fractured area which surrounds the central hydrated zone (dashed area in Figure 26c ). The source of the excess pore pressure is still localized in the low permeability gas-hydrate-bearing sediments (Figure 26d ).
[62] For the two first calculations, the fluid flow distribution around the low-permeable hydrated medium ( Figure   24d and Figure 25d ) is comparable to the geophysical facies observed in Figure 19a . Moreover, the excess pore pressure between 11 and 16 kPa measured at the base of PZY01 (Figure 13 ) suggests that the formation process of the pockmark A is still in an initial stage phase where the excess pore pressures are limited to the boundary of the GHOZ.
[63] The iso-contours of the hydraulic diffusivity presented in Figure 27 illustrate the evolution of the hydrofractured zone during the dissolution of the gas hydrates. The hydraulic diffusivity of the sediment depends on the hydrate fraction but also on the hydro-fracturing level of the medium. Figure 27 shows the evolution of the deformed sediments surrounding the hydrated sediment with an initial depression at the upper border of the hydrated sediment (Figure 27a ) similar to the morphology of pockmark A (Figure 1 ). This initial ring depression is followed by an important extension of the fractured area which after 8000 years surrounds completely the inner sediments rich in gas hydrates.
Calculation Uncertainties
[64] While the presence of gas hydrates was assumed based on in situ piezocone measurements and VHR seismic data and was established by coring, the gas-hydrate concentrations and fractions were considered to fit with the interval velocity values derived from 3-D seismic data. The use of the P wave velocity values alone to quantify the hydrate fractions is not precise since other materials like carbonate concretions or rocks are also characterized by high P wave velocities. In some cases, the coexistence of gas hydrate and carbonate is also possible since both carbonate and cemented sediment may result from methane production and gas-hydrate decomposition. Therefore, an important source of uncertainty in this work is related to the determination of gas-hydrate fractions.
[65] The second source of uncertainty is related to the important numbers of key parameters (mineralogy, porosity, permeability, compressibility, thermal and hydraulic diffusivities, gas concentrations, salinity, etc.) used in the numerical calculation and which are essential in the hydrate dissolution process. The dependence of those key parameters on the hydrate concentration and distribution makes the uncertainty in this kind of calculation significant.
[66] The third source of uncertainty is linked to the hydraulic fracturing process generated by excess pore pressure. For gas-hydrate-bearing sediments, the tensile strength depends strongly on the hydrate concentration and may raise significantly its value.
[67] Finally, the evolution time scale of this type of pockmark depends strongly on several unidentified parameters (e.g., the gas-hydrate concentration and distribution in the area, the permeability and the mechanical behavior of the gas-hydrate-bearing sediment, and the kinetics of the . Initial (at time 0) iso-contours of (a) the methane concentration, (b) the gas-hydrate fraction, and (c) the porosity. At time 0, the methane concentration is considered constant in the faults zone and was calculated in the surrounding area using Fick's law. The maximum gas-hydrate fraction was found equal to 0.1. The presence of the gas hydrates impede the normal consolidation of the sediment (high porosity observed in the lower diagram). Figure 26 . Modeling of the dynamic of the gas hydrate and the dissolution process related to the decrease of the methane concentration at the base of calculation domain. Iso-contours of (a) the methane concentration, (b) the gas-hydrate fraction, (c) the porosity, and (d) the excess pore pressure (contours) at calculation time step of 8000 years. The fluid flow (vector field) is projected on the lower diagram. hydrate dissolution). That is why the simulation presented in Figure 24 to Figure 26 must be considered only qualitatively and as a scheme of the pockmark formation by gas-hydrate dissolution. In order to illustrate the susceptibility of the calculation results to some of the model parameters, four additional case studies were considered by varying only one parameter with respect to the reference calculation ( Figure  22 to Figure 27 ):
[68] -In case 1 the initial methane concentration was taken 30% lower than the one presented in Figure 23 . [69] -Case 2 considers a permeability of the pure hydrate one order of magnitude higher than the one used in the reference calculation.
[70] -Case 3 includes a heterogeneous distribution of the gas hydrate with respect to the reference calculation (Figure 23 ).
[71] -In case 4 the compression index of the hydrated sediment was considered for a b coefficient equal to 20 (for the reference calculation the b was taken equal to 50).
[72] Figure 28 shows the iso-diffusivity and iso-excess pore pressure contours at calculation step of 4000 years for the four different case studies. For case 1 (Figure 28a and Figure 28 . Iso-diffusivity and iso-excess pore pressure contours at calculation step of 4000 years for four different case studies: (a and e) case 1 with an initial hydrate fraction lower than the reference one presented in Figure 23 , (b and f) case 2 with a hydraulic diffusivity of the hydrate phase higher than the one used in Figure 23 , (c and g) case 3 with a heterogeneous initial hydrate fraction distribution, and (d and h) case 4 with a b (Figure 4 ) value equal to 20 instead of the b value of 50 used in the reference calculation. 28e), the initial low hydrate fraction generates a very limited amount of excess pore pressure and a localized fractured area at the upper border of the GHOZ. For case 2, the relative high hydraulic diffusivity of the hydrate phase generates a lower amount of excess pore pressure with respect to the reference calculation with a fractured sediments localized in the upper border of the GHOZ (Figure 28b and  28f) . Case 3 shows a heterogeneous distribution of the pore pressure in the hydrated sediment and therefore generates a heterogeneous distribution of the fractured sediments surrounding the GHOZ. Finally, the low b value leads to a lower amount of excess pore pressure and therefore to a limited fractured zone at the upper boundary of the GHOZ.
[73] For the four case studies, it is clear that the first area were the sediment is expected to fail is localized at the upper boundary of the GHOZ and is similar to the ring shape surrounding the studied pockmarks (Figure 1) confirming that the hydrate dissolution process is the most potential mechanism at the origin of the observed morphology. However, any accurate calculation of the time scale of the pockmark formation and evolution needs an accurate determination of the gas-hydrate distribution in the studied pockmark. This can be only done by calibrating the available VHR seismic data by drilling through the gas-hydrate occurrence zone and recovering sealed hydrates.
Conclusions
[74] To the authors' knowledge, this work is the first one to show pockmarks at different stages of maturation based on seafloor and sub-seafloor geophysical data in a relatively localized zone. The interval velocity field combined with piezocone measurements, coring, and SBP profiles show a common internal architecture of the studied pockmarks associated to gas-hydrate dynamics: sediments rich in gas hydrate at the central part of the pockmark surrounded by overpressured sediments. The temperature, pressure, and salinity conditions of the studied area demonstrate that sediment deformation linked to the gas-hydrate dynamics occurs in the hydrate stability zone. Moreover and based on 3-D seismic data and the pseudo-3-D microseismic cube, the sediment deformations (ring shape; Figure 2a ) surrounding the central part of the pockmark seem to be localized in the upper sedimentary layers and are not a direct consequence of deep depressions (Figure 19 ). Modeling results show that the dynamic of the gas flow through faults is the main cause of the hydrate dissolution and as Rehder et al. [2004] observed the long-term survival of gas hydrate must be sustained by sufficient supply of gas. The formation of a ring depression around a GHOZ as the one observed in Figure 2 was reproduced theoretically according to the following phases: A decrease of the methane concentration through faults induces the dissolution of the hydrate at the boundary of the sediment-hosted gas hydrate. Hydrate dissolution generates excess pore pressure due to the compaction of the hydrated sediments. The fluid flow generated by the excess pore pressure gets around the gas-hydratebearing sediment because of the low permeability of the medium. The loss of the massive hydrate by dissolution at the boundary of the GHOZ and the pore pressure dissipation are accompanied by a sediment fracturing surrounding the sediment hosted gas hydrates.
[75] The simulation of the mechanism of hydrate dissolution can account for an important part of the observed geophysical and geotechnical features. The time scale of the pockmark evolution process remains unknown due to the lack of several key elements and mainly the accurate 3-gashydrate distribution in the area. However, we believe that this new research shows how hydrate dissolution in the GHOZ can generate sediment deformation and seafloor collapse.
